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New curriculum aims to teach children ages
8-12 to correctly study the Bible on their own
EVANS, GA. — Foundation Worldview has released a new online curriculum for children ages 8-12. The goal
of this curriculum, called “Studying the Bible”, is to empower children to soundly read, interpret, and apply
Scripture.
Foundation Worldview Founder, Elizabeth Urbanowicz, often refers to the ancient proverb that says, “Give
a man a fish and you have fed him for the day. Teach him how to fish and you have fed him for a lifetime.”
Urbanowicz says that most Bible instruction for kids is simply handing out fish, creating dependence on adults
for spiritual nourishment.
“However, this curriculum is not just another Bible study that leaves kids dependent on the instructor or author
to guide them through Bible passages,” Urbanowicz said. “It is a curriculum that equips kids with the skills they
need to soundly read, interpret, and apply Scripture on their own, so that they can seek God through His word
all the days of their lives.”
The “Studying the Bible” curriculum is organized in three units, with 10 lessons in each unit. The idea is to
do one lesson per week with the children in your care. Each lesson lasts 45-60 minutes. The three units are:
“Understand the Whole Story,” “Develop the Basic Skills”, and “Correctly Reach Each Genre.”
The first unit, “Understand the Whole Story,” explores the big story of the Bible. The second unit, “Develop the
Basic Skills,” teaches children important skills they need to study the Bible. And the third unit, “Correctly Read
Each Genre,” does just that — it dives deep into the different Bible genres.
Urbanowicz said that at the end of the 30 lessons, there is a challenge for children to read the entire Bible
while implementing the skills they have learned. Urbanowicz has seen children in her own classroom develop
these skills and begin to study Scripture daily. Digital subscriptions are available for parents, educators and
churches alike.
Foundation Worldview is also excited to release a full Early Childhood series, for children ages 4-8, this fall.
Visit www.foundationworldview.com for more information on “Studying the Bible” and the new Early
Childhood series. Contact Renee Reithel at renee@foundationworldview.com to request an interview with
Urbanowicz or for more information on the important work Foundation Worldview is doing.
###
Foundation Worldview develops resources that equip children to carefully evaluate every idea
they encounter and understand the truth of the Christian worldview.

